Proposals are invited for 10 or 20-minute papers on the following topics, but are not limited to:

- Transnational, national, global, and provincial communities
- Collective aspects of identity, citizenship, and settlement
- Forgotten, hidden, new, and migrated communities
- Transnational experiences associated with exploration, Empire, the postcolonial, the diaspora
- Metropolitan street communities including streetwalkers and criminal factions
- Entertainment and social gatherings and encounters (the tavern, club, concert, dance hall, hotel, exhibitions, museums, demonstrations)
- Hobby groups and clubs
- Place nostalgia and emotional connection to home, nation, freedom, family, friends
- Family, courtship, and marriage
- The material culture of connectedness (such as letters, carte de visites, hair jewellery)
- Shared possessions
- Gifting cultures, holidays, and traditions
- Technologies intended to facilitate human connection

Proposals should be up to 300 words and submitted with a brief CV by 13/12/21 to: lnccssgs@gmail.com. Please state if you wish to present for 10 or 20 minutes.